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Abstract—A substitution network is a temporary network
that self-deploys to dynamically replace a portion of a damaged
infrastructure by means of a fleet of mobile routers. Some
efficient solutions deploy robots based on active measurements.
A robot/node in the network may use active link monitoring to
assess the link quality towards its neighbors through the use
of probe packets. Such probe packets are sent periodically at a
given rate, and so, the accuracy of the measurements depends on
the number and the frequency of exchanged packets. However,
exchanging probe packets is energy and bandwidth consuming,
thus active monitoring is considered as a costly mechanism.
Even so, active link monitoring is a technique widely used on
many network protocols. In this paper, we focus on an adaptive
positioning algorithm (APOLO) to self-deploy a network. APOLO
is based on active monitoring to gather essential information from
nodes. Therefore, we show how autoregressive estimation may
be used to reduce the overhead caused by the active measuring
technique. Moreover, it is possible to use surrogate data rather
than real data to feed APOLO without impacting its performance.

In a previous work, we have proposed an adaptive positioning algorithm called (APOLO) to self-spread mobile
routers in substitution networks [3]. Such algorithm allows
the routers to self-deploy by using controlled mobility based
on the link quality. The link quality is measured in terms of
delay, received signal strength (RSS), or signal to noise ratio
by means of active measurement. To this end, our proposed
algorithm sends out probe packets to all the nodes in the
one-hop communication range; each node receiving the probe
packets answers with reply packets; thus, the router computes
the next movement and its new placement based on the replies
received.

Keywords− Surrogate data; autoregressive processes; overhead; substitution network.

We may find some similar problems in the literature.
For instance, the Hello protocol, also known as the neighbor
discovery protocol, allows neighbor nodes to establish and
maintain the neighborhood relationships in wireless ad hoc
networks [4]. For that purpose, each node sends Hello messages at regular intervals to claim/notify its existence. Thus,
the main issue is to determine the optimal transmission rate
for messages. Likewise, in wireless sensor networks (WSN)
the communication task consumes most of the energy [5].
One method to reduce energy consumption is to reduce the
number of messages exchanged between nodes. The goal of
data reduction techniques is, precisely, to reduce the data
exchanged between the sink and the sensor nodes. In particular,
data prediction techniques reduce the amount of information
sent by building a model of the data evolution. In both cases, as
presented in [6], it is possible to use autoregressive modeling to
solve the trade-off between accuracy and resources consumed.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A substitution network is a temporary network that selfdeploys to dynamically replace a portion of a damaged infrastructure by means of a fleet of mobile routers [1]. We focus
in this paper on substitution networks made of autonomous
wireless robots that automatically self-deploy to surrogate
the damaged networks. Their movements are based on some
active measurements. Active measurement is a widely used
technique that provides insights about the network performance. Nevertheless, its main disadvantage is that it introduces
additional packets, causing communication overhead when
collecting such measurements. Such additional packets are
energy and bandwidth consuming; however, the accuracy of
the measurements depends on the number and the frequency of
the exchanged packets. If the probe transmission rate increases,
the accuracy of the insights will increase as well; nevertheless,
the corresponding overhead increases proportionally consuming network resources. Obviously, there exists a compromise
between the information accuracy and the transmission rate of
probe packets [2]. Such trade-off is specially important when
a decision making process relies on the information gathered
by using the probe packets such as in the case of the adaptive
positioning algorithm.

Reducing the packet transmission rate allows to scale down
the corresponding overhead. However, regarding APOLO the
trade off between the consumed resources and the data accuracy is reflected on the time it takes to routers to arrive at their
final location since it takes more time to acquire the necessary
data to make a decision.

In this paper, we propose to use surrogate data obtained
by means of an autoregressive model to avoid data starvation
periods and reduce the overhead in the network. The remaining
of the paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
importance of the overhead-accuracy trade off for network
characterization. Then, Section III reviews the concepts of
time series used in this paper. In Section IV, we describe our
proposal to use surrogate data in order to reduce the exchange
of probe packets. Section V describes the simulation settings
and present our results. Finally, we sketch out some concluding

remarks in Section VI.
OVERHEAD AND ACCURACY COMPROMISE

Active measurement is a well known approach to characterize the conditions and performance of a given network. To that
end, active measurement techniques introduce extra packets
into the network, which are known as probe packets [7]. Such
probe packets provide insights about the network behavior like
packet loss, delay, and jitter [8].
Nevertheless, adding packets to the network traffic poses
several challenges, particularly on wireless networks. For
example, since the IEEE 802.11b [9] amendment may use
several data rates namely 1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps, and
11 Mbps, the amount of resources consumed by a packet
relies on the rate at which the packet is transmitted; i.e., a
given packet transmitted at 11 Mbps consumes less resources
than an identical packet transmitted at 1 Mbps. Furthermore,
it is necessary to consider the additional resources in terms of
storage and analysis of the aggregated traffic as well as the cost
induced by latency. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between
the amount of probe packets transmitted and the accuracy of
the obtained values [10]. This is specially important when a
decision-making process depends on the data collected during
the sampling intervals.
Apart from error as an important metric to evaluate different mechanisms, the ultimate goal is to make the same
decision with less information. Particularly, our deployment
algorithm needs to gather data about the link quality to decide
the direction on which the router must move. Such a task
depends on the transmission rate of probe packets to collect
data for link quality. In other words, if the rate is too high
for the decision making process, valuable resources such as
energy or bandwidth would be wasted; conversely, if the rate
is too low, it would cause data starvation periods where the
router needs to make a decision but it does not have enough
information to do so.
To illustrate the overhead and accuracy compromise in
substitution networks, we consider a simple scenario composed
of one source, one destination, and one router. First, we execute
the adaptive positioning algorithm without modifications; then,
we execute the same algorithm and we reduce the packets
frequency by increasing the time between probe periods, that
is, just sending one-fifth of the total of probe packets in normal
conditions. Finally, we increase once again the time between
probe periods, sending one-tenth of the probe packets. Figure 1
shows the corresponding behavior, where we may observe that
by choosing the normal rate, the router reaches the middle
point after 600 s of simulation. However, when we reduce the
probe frequency, the time the router takes to reach the same
point drastically increases. Thus, the overhead-accuracy tradeoff has an evident impact on the performance of APOLO.
III.

S OME BACKGROUND ON TIME SERIES MODELS

Before describing our proposal to reduce overhead, we
present a brief introduction to time series models for a good
understanding of forecasting-based techniques. Time series
forecasting methods are commonly used to predict future
values of a process as a function of previous samples from
a given series. In particular, the autoregressive (AR) model is
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Fig. 1. Impact of the overhead-accuracy trade-off on the performance of the
adaptive positioning algorithm.

widely used because of its simplicity and low complexity. This
model predicts the value of Xi+1 , which is denoted by X̂i+1 ,
as a weighted sum of the previous M values of the process
Xi . The AR(M ) model is defined as follows:

X̂i+1 =

M
X

φm Xi−m + i ,

(1)

m=1

where φm represents the model coefficients, M is the model’s
order, and i is white noise. There are several approaches to
estimate the values of φm for m ∈ [1, . . . , M ], such as, YuleWalker equations, ordinary least squares, maximum entropy
estimates, geometric lattice method, and forward-backward
method [11]. In practice, the selection of the order’s model M
for a given data is calculated by balancing the error generated
by the model against the number of parameters. It is easy
to reduce the error by increasing the order, however, this requires a greater number of unknown parameters, consequently,
increasing the resource requirements for computation.
The autoregressive-moving average model (ARMA) and its
generalization on the autoregressive integrated moving average
model (ARIMA) are a combination of the AR and the moving
average (MA) models. In both, the AR branch represents the
dependency between the current value and the M previous
values, while the MA branch represents the influence of current
and past errors due to white noise on the current and future
values [11].
IV.

DATA REPLACEMENT

In this section, we describe how to apply autoregressive
estimation to reduce the overhead produced by the use of probe
packets. First, we sketch our proposal to reduce the overhead
by means of autoregressive estimation and next, we evaluate
the usefulness of our proposal. As we report in Section II, it
is important to reduce the number of artificial packets injected
into the network preserving at the same time the accuracy of
the measurements.
In [3], we have presented the adaptive positioning algorithm (APOLO) for self-deploying mobile routers in a
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Example of a probe period for two neighbors.

substitution network. During the substitution network lifetime, APOLO is executed in each mobile router to determine
whether it has to move by using the feedback of the link quality
coming from one-hop neighbors. APOLO consists of three
major stages. i) APOLO measures the link quality by means
of one link parameter, e.g., RSS or SNR. ii) APOLO computes
the gathered data and makes the movement decision, i.e., if the
router needs to move or not to improve the link quality; and
iii), APOLO determines the direction of the movement and the
router moves accordingly.
Figure 2 depicts a probe period for two neighbors, Xprev
(previous hop) and Xnext (next hop), and one mobile router.
The router broadcasts probe packets to all neighbors in one-hop
communication range and receives reply packets in a unicast
fashion from such neighbors. At every probe period, the router
sends k probe packets to its neighbors, for example, if the
number of neighbors is two and k = 10, the router sends
20 probe packets and receives 20 reply packets. Of course,
this number is proportional to the number of nodes within
the range and according to the probe period frequency. Thus,
the number of exchanged packets between the router and its
neighbors has a rapid growth when the number of nodes in
the network increases. It is important to recall that the probe
period and decision making period are independent from each
other, even though the decision making process relies on data
collected by the probe packets.
As we mentioned in Section II, we may reduce the number
of probe packets by reducing their transmission rate. However,
this causes an increment in the deployment time. Therefore, we
propose to avoid the data starvation periods by substituting the
missing information with estimates generated by an estimator.
A. Autoregressive Estimator
We now describe our AutoRegressive EStimator (AREs)
for overhead reduction. At the beginning of the simulation,
every router r executes the adaptive positioning algorithm and
keeps track of the averages obtained for each link sampled.
Those average samples Xi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . form the time
series of interest feeding our algorithm. Thus, each router
builds one model per neighbor in the one-hop communication
range to predict the link quality of its neighbors. We find
that if autoregressive mechanisms are well tuned, important
improvements may be achieved on the estimation of real
data [12]. Therefore, we choose the autoregressive model as

detailed in Section III by using the Yule-Walker method to
calculate the model coefficients. The model’s order M is the
value that minimizes the mean squared error, MSE, given by
n

MSE =

2
1 X
X̂i − Xi .
n i=1

At decision period j, router r estimates the value of the link
quality X̂ fed with its own estimates until a new probe period
brings new data. Then, the algorithm corrects the divergence
between real and estimated data by feeding the estimator with
real data at each probe period. In other words, we use the
estimated values to replace the actual values when the latter
are not available due to the overhead reduction. Thereby, the
decision making period is not delayed by decreasing the probe
transmission rate. Once the actual data arrive, our estimator
uses them to update the AR model.
We describe the major steps of our overhead reduction
proposal as follows. At each router r, the average values of
the link quality Xi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . constitute a time series.
From it, each link in the routers neighborhood is associated
to a time series, separately, with individual model’s order and
individual coefficient values. The estimator collects a set 10
samples, which is equivalent to 10 probe periods. Thus, at
probe period j > 10:
•

Each mobile router builds one model for each neighbor in the one-hop communication range.

•

The estimator is fed with its own samples until the
next probe period.

•

The estimator retrieves the computed values.

•

Based on the estimated values, the router moves
accordingly.
V.

E VALUATION

We consider a wireless network composed of mobile
routers that may move on the two-dimensional Euclidean
space. We use “node” as a generic term for any device into
the simulation neighborhood, for instance, mobile or classic
routers. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the transmission range R of a node u is the area in which another node
v can receive/send messages from/to u; i.e., d(u, v) < R(u),

We define the quality of a communication link, or just
“link quality”, as the probability that a message transmitted on
the link is successfully received, that is, the reliability of the
link [13]. We use the received signal strength (RSS) as a value
to measure the link quality since its value retrieves insight of
the performance of a wireless network [14]. Nevertheless, other
link quality measures may be used [3].
We use the term “broadcast” to refer to the message
propagation in a router’s neighborhood in order to obtain the
link measurements. Also, we refer to the control packets of
routing protocols as “Hello” messages or beacons and to the
packets used in active measurements as probe packets. Finally,
we define the term controlled mobility as the ability of some
nodes, specially routers, to move by themselves to a specific
destination or with a specific goal, i.e., the opposite of a
random moving [15].
In this paper, we use the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
protocol for our set of simulations [16]. DSR is a selfmaintaining routing protocol designed for multi-hop wireless
networks composed of mobile nodes. DSR uses on demand
routing allowing each source to determine the route used to
transmit its packets to the corresponding destinations. DSR
consists mainly of two mechanisms, Route Discovery and
Route Maintenance. The Route Discovery cycle is used to find
on demand a route between the source and the destinations.
Route maintenance is used to ensure that the paths remain
optimum and loop-free as network conditions change. DSR
avoids additional traffic, for example, Hello packets by using
source routing; i.e., by including the entire route into the packet
header and by storing the routes in caches.
To evaluate our proposed estimator, we use the NS-2
network simulator [17]. We compare our proposal to the
original adaptive positioning algorithm. First, APOLO is executed without any modifications. Then, we reduce the probe
packets transmission rate, and replace the missing data by
using estimates generated by means of AREs. We use the
relative error to assess the accuracy of our estimator. The
relative error is equal to:

RE =

|X̂i − Xi |
.
Xi

(2)

We use the received signal strength (RSS) as input for
both algorithms, nevertheless, it is possible to consider other
link metrics, such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or roundtrip time (RTT). We execute 50 simulations of 1500 s for
each algorithm in order to obtain average results. In all the
simulations, the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and the two-ray
ground reflection model are used.
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Scenario 1: One source, one destination, and one mobile router.
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where d(u, v) represents the Euclidean distance between u
and v, and therefore, it exists a link X between u and v. We
assume that two nodes are “neighbors” when they are within
the communication range of each other. We use X to refer to
the links with the neighbors of a mobile router. Likewise, we
assume that some of the devices are fixed, that traffic needs to
be transferred between two fixed devices, and that the wireless
routers dynamically move in the scenario and act as relays,
regardless of the routing protocol.
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Fig. 4. Comparing position algorithm performance using actual data and
surrogate data as a function of time.
TABLE I.

PACKET EXCHANGE COMPARISON
Probe Periods

Probe Pkts.

Reply Pkts.

Without change

428.7

8345.3

8344.14

Reduction to 20%

89.2

1730.86

1729.8

Reduction to 10%

45

863

862.3

We consider a scenario composed of two nodes, n1 and
n2, out of the range of each other, the distance between
them is 250 m. In order to communicate n1 and n2, a
router r1 must be deployed. We consider that such router
starts at 10 m close from n1 and it must move to allow
the communication between n1 and n2 such at is shown in
Figure 3. Specifically, our proposal constructs an AR model
for each neighbor denoted by Xprev (previous hop) and Xnext
(next hop), respectively.
In Figure 4, we compare the performance of our proposal,
replacing the data with estimates, with the original positioning
algorithm that uses the actual values. We show that by using
autoregressive estimation, the router achieves the optimal position after ∼600 s as the original algorithm, i.e., the router
makes the same decision for its movement decision based on
the estimated values with the same delay. Furthermore, we
present the relative error for every sample of the model built
in Figure 5. In both plots, most of the values for the relative
error are smaller than 0.2; i.e., less than 20% of the error
after the sample number 200. RE achieves the smallest values
during the simulation, this corresponds to the instant of time
when the router achieves the optimal position.
Table I summarizes the gain in terms of the number of
probe periods and the exchanged probe and reply packets.
From such a table, we observe a considerable reduction of
up to 80% on overhead during the simulation.
Moreover, we modify the scenario depicted in Figure 3
by adding a mobile router (r2) and increasing the distance
between n1 and n2. Then, we compare the performance of
the positioning algorithm using actual data and surrogate data.

0.4

algorithm and our proposal, the router achieves the same
position by expending the same time. Clearly, replacing actual
samples with accurate estimates is an effective approach to
reduce the overhead caused by active measurement.

"re_prev.dat"

0.35

Relative Error

0.3
0.25

Finally, we have chosen a gathering information cycle
of 10 probe periods to calculate the estimator coefficients.
Nevertheless, these values may be not optimal, thus, our future
work in this direction will focus on finding the optimal values
for the percentage reduction and gathering period. We will
evaluate different values and will observe the impact on our
mechanism.
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